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Clutch: Why Some People Excel Under Pressure and Others Don'tPortfolio Hardcover, 2010

	
		Is clutch performance innate-or can it be learned? 

	
		Sooner or later everyone encounters a situation in which the stakes are high and the outcome is crucial. And even top performers can crumble when faced with such extreme pressure. Consider the CEO who panics in a desperate attempt to shore up his...
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Extreme Programming InstalledAddison Wesley, 2000
Preface How much would you pay for a software development team that would do what you want? Wait, don't answer yet--what if they could also tell you how much it would cost, so that you could decide what to do and what to defer, on your way to your deadline? You also get quality software, a robust array of tests that support the project through...
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Meteorology and Climatology of the Mediterranean and Black Seas (Pageoph Topical Volumes)Springer, 2019

	The Mediterranean Sea, as a “centre” of the ancient world, has been early recognized as a laboratory basin for a variety of atmospheric, ocean and climate studies. Its uniqueness is manifested in its geographical position, a mid-latitude region connecting three continents, orography that affects cyclogenesis, precipitation and winds,...
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Microsoft Windows Server 2008 Administration (Network Professionals Library)McGraw-Hill, 2008
I have read hundreds of books throughout my career, as I’m sure many of you have, and I’ve found three general categories of technical books: On one end of the spectrum are books geared toward beginners that help readers get a basic understanding of each topic but are only skin deep. On the other extreme are highly technical reference...
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A Science Strategy for the Exploration of Europa (Compass Series)National Academy Press, 1999
Terrestrial studies of life in extreme environments now show that Earth is teeming with microorganisms. Nearly every locale that contains two ingredients, liquid water and some form of energy, appears to host a variety of microbes living happily under conditions that just a few years ago would have seemed impossibly inhospitable. There is also...
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Extreme Tissue Engineering: Concepts and Strategies for Tissue FabricationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	"Highly Commended at the BMA Book Awards 2013"


	"Extreme Tissue Engineering" is an engaging introduction to Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine (TERM), allowing the reader to understand, discern and place into context the mass of scientific, multi-disciplinary data currently flooding the field. It is...
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Electronic Materials ScienceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Starting in the 1960s the field of materials science has undergone significant changes,
from a field derived largely from well-established disciplines of metallurgy and ceramics
to a field that includes microelectronics, polymers, biomaterials, and nanotechnology. The
stringent materials requirements, such as extreme purity, perfect...
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Bug Patterns In JavaApress, 2002
This book is written for anyone familiar with programming in  Java who wants to more effectively prevent, explain, communicate about, or fix  bugs. This may include developers from industry, the government, or academia,  was well as computer science students. Developers in each of these categories  possess a wide range of...
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Ultra-Fast ASP.NET 4.5Apress, 2012


	The time that I spent working at Microsoft was an unexpectedly transforming experience. The first half

	of my career regularly put me and the companies I worked with in competition with Microsoft, and I was

	often surrounded by anti-Microsoft stories and propaganda. However, when I heard about .NET, I

	decided I wanted to know more...
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Handbook of LasersCRC Press, 2000
Lasers continue to be an amazingly robust field of activity, one of continually expanding scientific and technological frontiers. Thus today we have lasing without inversion, quantum cascade lasers, lasing in strongly scattering media, lasing in biomaterials, lasing in photonic crystals, a single atom laser, speculation about black hole lasers,...
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Innovative Materials and Techniques in Concrete Construction: ACES WorkshopSpringer, 2011

	Recent years have seen enormous advances in the technology of concrete as a material, through which its strength, compactness and ductility can reach levels never dreamed of before. Thanks to these improved material properties, the strength and durability of concrete structures is greatly improved, their weight and dimensions reduced, the...
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Effective Project Management: Traditional, Adaptive, Extreme, Third EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
In previous editions, this book has established itself as the definitive guide to effective project management. Now, with this major revision, it’s updated to reflect significant changes in project management practices over the last few years. Written again by Robert K. Wysocki and a new coauthor, Rudd McGary, this book covers traditional...
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